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(NAPSA)—The year 2003 may
very well be the year of the gad-
get. Some analysts forecast that
U.S. shoppers will buy more than
12 million digital cameras and
nearly 10 million MP3 music play-
ers in the coming year. With
mounting sales of digital elec-
tronic devices, from personal digi-
tal assistants (PDAs) to CD burn-
ers and DVD writers, a high-tech
toy could be in your immediate
future.

However, many consumers may
be disappointed when they link
their new digital device to their
current home computers. Hard-
ware limitations in older PCs can
result in limited functionality
when operating the software nec-
essary to manipulate digital
images, audio files or video.
“Today’s digital devices may
demand a higher level of system
performance than your current PC
might offer and can easily overtax
an older computer,” says Patrick
Moorhead, vice president at
Advanced Micro Devices. 

“Consumers should make sure
their existing PC is up to the chal-
lenge of operating these perfor-
mance-intensive digital devices.
Many households last upgraded
their computers in 1999, says
Moorhead,  when consumers
wanted to acquire more up-to-date
systems that would allow them to
take advantage of the Internet.
While older computers may still
be effective for word processing
and e-mail communication, they
can be overwhelmed when tasked
with handling digital imagery or
music files. “Many of today’s PCs
have real-world performance
advantages over older computers
when used with modern consumer
electronics,” says Moorhead.

To illustrate the difference in
performance between an $899 PC
purchased two years ago with an
$899 PC in stores today, Moor-
head offers this example: Convert-

ing five minutes of digital video
footage to a format that allows
DVD playback takes less than 14
minutes on today’s computer, com-
pared to more than 35 minutes on
the two-year-old computer. That
adds up to more than two hours of
time saved when converting a 30-
minute video. 

To avoid digital disappointment,
Moorhead advises new gadget
owners to consider the following:

• It’s important to evaluate how
you will use a new PC before you go
shopping. If you are planning to
save a large number of digital pic-
tures on your hard drive, you
should buy a PC with plenty of
storage space and a CD burner.

• Make sure your home
computer meets the hardware
requirements of the software you
will use for your digital devices
because otherwise, your new high-
tech toy may not operate as
expected. Many digital toys
require a USB or 1394/FireWire
connection. 

• Evaluate a variety of system
features when buying a new PC.
Don’t base your purchase on a sin-
gle factor, such as processor speed
or frequency (example: 1.6GHz).
Beware of the “Megahertz Myth”
—which inaccurately suggests
that higher processor frequency
(expressed in Megahertz or Giga-
hertz) will necessarily lead to a
better computing experience. You
should buy a PC that offers the
best possible performance of the
software you use. The reality is
that overall system performance
is what matters most. By doing
some homework first, like reading
computer magazines and
researching online, buyers can get
a great PC that meets their needs,
and avoid the costly Megahertz
Myth. For more information on
PC performance, go to trusted
sources such as computer maga-
zines and Internet sites including
www.amd.com.

Is Your Old PC Up For The New Gadget Challenge

(NAPSA)—A government agen-
cy that usually keeps its eyes
trained on the heavens, has, for
many years, focused on Earth sci-
ence and climate change as well—
and has uncovered a number of
interesting facts.  

For instance, while the Earth
isn’t flat, it’s not exactly round,
either. Neither is its gravitational
field. 

Since 1975, NASA and the
international community have
launched a number of satellites
designed to be precisely tracked by
the Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR)
network. Modern tracking systems
can measure the range of these
satellites to better than a centime-
ter. Study of the orbital motion of
these satellites has allowed scien-
tists to understand changes in the
Earth’s gravity field, rotation and
crustal dynamics. 

A recent study of the SLR data
indicated that since 1998 the bulge
in the Earth’s gravity field at the
equator is growing, and scientists
think that the ocean may hold the
answer to the mystery of how the
changes in the trend of Earth’s
gravity are occurring. 

According to scientists, the
Earth is shaped more like a
pumpkin—slightly flat at both
poles—than a perfectly round
sphere, such as a basketball. But
that shape has been shifting. 

Scientists believe movements
of mass have caused this recent
change from the high latitudes to
the equator. Such large changes
may be caused by climate change,
but could also be part of normal
long-period climactic variation.

“The three areas that can trig-
ger large changes in the Earth’s
gravitational field are oceans,
polar and glacial ice, and atmos-
phere,” said Christopher Cox,
research scientist at NASA’s God-
dard Space Flight Center, Green-
belt, Md.

Cox and colleague Dr. Ben-
jamin Chao have ruled out the
atmosphere as the cause. Instead,
they suggest a significant amount
of ice or water must be moving
from high latitude regions to the
equator, and oceans could be the
vehicles of this movement. 

These changes started about
the time of the last big El Niño—
a warm ocean current that flows
along the coast of Peru—in 1998,
although there is no evidence
that the gravity field changes
are caused by this current.

D a t a  r e c o r d e d  b y  t h e
TOPEX/POSEIDEN mission—
which studies sea level height—
does show an increase in the
equatorial bulge of the oceans cor-
responding to the observed gravity
changes, but the data are not yet
conclusive. One critical factor is
the temperature of the world’s
oceans, and its salt content, for
which detailed data are not yet
available. 

To learn more about NASA and
International Laser Ranging
efforts, visit the Web site at
http://ilrs.gsfc.nasa.gov. To learn
more about the TOPEX/POSEI-
DEN project and other NASA
efforts to explore the oceans from
space, visit the Web site at
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov.

Satellites Reveal Changes In Earth’s Gravity

According to scientists, the
Earth is shaped more like a
pumpkin than a basketball.

(NAPSA)—Using a pinch of
spirited imagination and the
right supplies, you can turn your
home into a winter wonderland.
Visit www.paintideas.com for a
list of craft ideas and directions
using Rust-Oleum high-quality
products such as American
Accents and Painters Touch
paints and finishes.

To help reduce foodborne ill-
ness, the American Dietetic Asso-
ciation and the ConAgra Foods
Foundation have partnered in a
national education initiative,
“Home Food Safety...It’s in Your
Hands®.” For simple home food
safety tips and recipes, visit
www.homefoodsafety.org, or call
ADA’s Consumer Nutrition Infor-
mation Line at 800/366-1655.

Research on the relationships of
school size, poverty, and student
achievement has shown that small
schools are better for kids—partic-
ularly kids from poorer communi-
ties. “Dollars & Sense: The Cost
Effectiveness of Small Schools,” a
new report prepared by the Rural
School and Community Trust, chal-
lenges the common belief that big

schools are cheaper to build and
maintain. Its conclusion: investing
tax dollars in small schools makes
good economic sense. To download
a free copy of the report, go to
www.ruraledu.org.

There are ways to make your
vacation seem like less work. Des-
tinations such as Orlando have
worked to offer travelers new
ways to shed stress and rejuve-
nate. For example, the area is
now home to numerous full-ser-
vice salons and spas. For more
information or to order a free
vacation planning kit, visit the
Web site at www.orlandoinfo.com
or call 1-800-551-0181.

(NAPSA)—When patients use
the Internet to communicate with
their physicians, it creates the
opportunity for physicians to pro-
vide very specific, targeted infor-
mation to patients. Physicians
can direct patients to an appropri-
ate Web site or section of a site,
allowing doctor and patient to lit-
erally be “on the same page.” It
facilitates documentation for the
patient record, and provides a
level of comfort for patients who
can refer back to the information
as often as needed. The best way
to do this is through an accredited
Internet health information
resource, such as www.Laurus
Health.com.

Osteoporosis is on the rise.
According to the National Osteo-
porosis Foundation, new studies
project that the number of women
with osteoporosis will increase to
10.5 million by 2020. This rise in
prevalence is projected to have a
significant impact on the number
of osteoporotic fractures.

How long does it take for cold

and flu germs to make their way
around an office? Not long. Cold
and flu viruses not only thrive on
staplers, doorknobs and phones,
they can easily become germ
transfer stations. Clorox Disinfect-
ing Wipes make it easy to clean
and disinfect in one easy step.
They kill 99.9 percent of viruses
that cause cold and flu, as well as
bacteria commonly found in
kitchens and bathrooms. For
more information about disinfect-
ing, log onto www.cloroxdisinfect
ingwipes.com.

(NAPSA)—After Santa’s sled
vacates the December skies,
many fans of a popular soft drink
will take flight. It’s all thanks to a
new travel promotion that could
save each member of your family
$25 off a round-trip coach airline
ticket. Through December 31,
2002, you’ll find discount airfare
claim pieces, valid on Delta Air-
lines, in every specially marked
12-pack of Coca-Cola products. A
family of four can save $100 by
collecting and redeeming eight
mail-in claim pieces—two claim
pieces are needed to get a $25 dis-
count toward the purchase of one
round-trip coach ticket. Flight dis-
count certificates will be mailed to
consumers who submit their claim
pieces.

To get smooth, beautiful skin
at home, Ernie McCraw, director
of beauty education for Sally
Beauty Supply, recommends
what’s called the I-Skin Intelli-
gent Microdermabrasion System.
Using fine crystals suspended in
hydrating cream, the system
moisturizes and exfoliates in one
step. With more than 25 years in
the beauty industry, McGraw has
expertise in all phases of cosme-
tology. Readers with beauty ques-
tions can e-mail McGraw at
asksally@sallybeauty. com. To find
a Sally store in the area, call 800-
ASK-SALLY or go to the Web site
at www.sallybeauty.com.

There are ways to make paint-
ing easier, say the experts. For
example, you can use a paint tray,
such as the Close-N-Go Covered
Paint Tray from Roman Decorat-
ing Products, to save time and
eliminate messes. While you’re
painting, the Close-N-Go can be
used to hold the paint can (no
drips) and other accessories.
When the day is done—and the
project isn’t—the paint and roller
can be sealed inside and used
again days or even weeks later.
This saves time (no clean up) and
money (no wasted paint). For
more home improvement tips and
information on the Close-N-Go
Covered Paint Tray, visit
www.RomanDecoratingProducts.
com or call 1-800-488-6117.

***
There is no substitute for hard
work.

—Thomas Edison
***

***
Ask a lot, but take what is
offered.

—Russian proverb
***




